
Binfield 2XI v HURLEY 1st – 13th August 2016 

 

Hurley lost by 6 wickets 

 

HURLEY 
I Arshad c & b Boad 46 

S Wright c French b Sculley 15 

N Akhtar lbw b Jones 19 

C Wright c Marshall b Jones 8 

St Taylor c Sculley b Boad 0 

J Cole Run Out 3 

Ameer Ali b Boad 0 

P Ridgeway lbw b Jones 0 

Y Gul c Higginson b Lee 12 

M Cole b Boad 5 

M Walton Not Out 3 

 Extras 7 

 Total 118ao 

 

T Vines  11-5-26-0 N Jones 9-2-22-3 

J Sculley 7-0-32-1 I Goddard 3-1-7-0 

T Boad  15-6-21-4 E Lee  0.4-0-4-1 

 
 

BINFIELD 2XI 
A Marshall b Akhtar 8 

R Higginson c Akhtar b Ridgeway 0 

JP Collett Not Out 41 

C Haligan Run Out 7 

E Lee b Ridgeway 12 

G French Not Out 46 

 Extras 6 

 Total 120-4 

 

N Akhtar 10-2-51-1 I Arshad 1-0-6-0 

P Ridgeway 11-5-27-2 A Ali  0.2-0-10-0 

St Taylor 3-1-23-0  

 

With availability tighter than Tom Daley’s trunks, Hurley could only put 4 regular 1st team in the 

field at Binfield, though the club did amazingly to secure two full teams for Saturday. With the 

toss lost, Hurley were asked to bat and no hint of the carnage to come was evident as Imran 

Arshad (46) and Steve Wright (15) confidently added 40 in 10 overs before Wright was 

unlucky to fall to a sharp catch with the keeper standing up to Sculley (1-32). Arshad was 

looking powerful and Hurley well placed on 83-1 but when Naeem Akhtar (19) fell lbw to 

Jones (3-22) trying to score behind the wicket again, Hurley folded faster than an Amazon 

employee on zero hours contract. It is the stuff of legends as Hurley disappeared for 7-12 

inside 7 overs (95-8). Hurley had no answer to the gentle spin of Tony Boad (4-21) and Jones, 

but some inauspicious shots, poor running and depleted resources added to the mayhem. 

Yasir Gul (12) and a restrained Mike Cole tried to eek out some batting points with some 

comical running from Gul and stout refusals from Cole. These two added 13 in 11 nervous 

overs before Cole decided to unleash the beast and was bowled by Boad. Hurley staggered 

to 118 before Gul lofted to mid-off to end the pain. 

 



The old ball was retained and Phil Ridgeway’s (2-27) opening over had Higginson slicing to 

point where Akhtar took a good low catch. Akhtar (1-51) followed this in the 5th bowling 

Marshall (8). Hurley looked well in the match as Haligan was run out attempting a surprising 

3rd run and Lee bowled by Ridgeway (40-4). This brought the debutant and chirpy keeper 

French (46not) to the wicket who then biffed the bowling in a short 22 ball cameo. The pain 

was heightened as a return throw hit the bat of French and caught Ridgeway on the nose 

felling the left-arm veteran. French’s onslaught encouraged Collett (41not) to up the pace. 

Arshad’s one over saw two dropped catches and Steve Taylor was unlucky as Collett drove 

over the long off fielder for two boundaries. Binfield cantered to the double over Hurley by 6 

wickets and 19 overs in hand.   


